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QUESTION 1

Ann is testing the robustness of a marketing website through an intercepting proxy. She has intercepted the following
HTTP request: POST /login.aspx HTTP/1.1 Host: comptia.org Content-type: text/html
txtUsername=annandtxtPassword=annandalreadyLoggedIn=falseandsubmit=true Which of the following should Ann
perform to test whether the website is susceptible to a simple authentication bypass? 

A. Remove all of the post data and change the request to /login.aspx from POST to GET 

B. Attempt to brute force all usernames and passwords using a password cracker 

C. Remove the txtPassword post data and change alreadyLoggedIn from false to true 

D. Remove the txtUsername and txtPassword post data and toggle submit from true to false 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An IT administrator has been tasked by the Chief Executive Officer with implementing security using a single device
based on the following requirements: 

1.

 Selective sandboxing of suspicious code to determine malicious intent. 

2.

 VoIP handling for SIP and H.323 connections. 

3.

 Block potentially unwanted applications. 

Which of the following devices would BEST meet all of these requirements? 

A. UTM 

B. HIDS 

C. NIDS 

D. WAF 

E. HSM 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A security administrator of a large private firm is researching and putting together a proposal to purchase an IPS. The
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specific IPS type has not been selected, and the security administrator needs to gather information from several
vendors to determine a specific product. Which of the following documents would assist in choosing a specific brand
and model? 

A. RFC 

B. RTO 

C. RFQ 

D. RFI 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A University uses a card transaction system that allows students to purchase goods using their student ID. Students can
put money on their ID at terminals throughout the campus. The security administrator was notified that computer
science students have been using the network to illegally put money on their cards. The administrator would like to
attempt to reproduce what the students are doing. Which of the following is the BEST course of action? 

A. Notify the transaction system vendor of the security vulnerability that was discovered. 

B. Use a protocol analyzer to reverse engineer the transaction system\\'s protocol. 

C. Contact the computer science students and threaten disciplinary action if they continue their actions. 

D. Install a NIDS in front of all the transaction system terminals. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A security administrator wants to prevent sensitive data residing on corporate laptops and desktops from leaking outside
of the corporate network. The company has already implemented full-disk encryption and has disabled all peripheral
devices on its desktops and laptops. Which of the following additional controls MUST be implemented to minimize the
risk of data leakage? (Select TWO). 

A. A full-system backup should be implemented to a third-party provider with strong encryption for data in transit. 

B. A DLP gateway should be installed at the company border. 

C. Strong authentication should be implemented via external biometric devices. 

D. Full-tunnel VPN should be required for all network communication. 

E. Full-drive file hashing should be implemented with hashes stored on separate storage. 

F. Split-tunnel VPN should be enforced when transferring sensitive data. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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